
CTYI 2019 Astronomy Syllabus 
Lecturer: Martin Topinka

Note: The activities and homework may overlap.


Week 1 

Day 1 - Introduction:

Self introduction. Course outline. Nice motivating images. History of astronomy. Scales in 
astronomy. Units, magnitudes. Inventions and innovations triggered by astronomy.


HW1: APOD presentation

HW2: Build sundials.


Day 2 - Exploring the Solar system:

Planets, Moons, Sun, Comets, Asteroids. Aurora borealis. Rockets. Can you fart to the moon? 
Eclipses. Newton's law of gravity. Kepler's laws.


Joint class with the robotics group: Build a Mars rover. (This did not happen due to the 
arrangement with the robotics class)


HW1: Build a solar system model.

HW2: Weight the Sun from planet orbits. Weight Saturn.

HW3: Measuring the size of the Sun by projecting the Sun.

HW4: Building a rocket. Joint class with the theoretical physics group.

HW5: Creating craters on sand. (If we manage to have a high speed camera)

HW6: How much you weight on other planets.


Day 3 - Life of a star:

Birth of a star. HR diagram, main sequence, red giants, white dwarves. Binary stars. Supernova 
explosions. Neutron stars. Binary neutron star mergers. Black holes. Pulsars. Brown dwarves. 
Measuring distances in astronomy.


HW1: Measure distance with the parallax method

HW2: Measuring sizes from similar triangles.


Day 4 - "Field trip" to Dunsink observatory

Guided tour at the observatory. Museum. Talk about high energy astronomy. Talk about meteor 
observations. Observing the Sun with a solar telescope.


Day 5 - Galaxy formation

Hubble classification, ellipticals, spirals, bars. Dark matter. HST, JWST missions. Experimenting 
with the online Simulations of the merger. Active galactic nuclei, quasars. Experimenting with the 
online Galaxy Zoo. N-body simulations. Star-forming regions.


HW1: Reproducing galaxy merger with water and balls.




Week 2 

Day 6 - Multi-messenger astronomy:

Spectrum. Transparency of the atmosphere. Telescopes. Basics of astrophotography. Important 
space missions/experiments in different energy bands. Gravitational waves, neutrino detectors. 
Robotic telescopes, radio telescopes, interferometry. Sky surveys. Basic emission mechanisms.


HW1: Applying for observing time on a telescope. (If there is free time on friendly telescopes)

HW2: Pick a telescope or a mission and introduce it. Or a future mission


Day 7 - Exoplanets:

Are we alone? Planet formation. Detection methods. Origin of life? Habitable zone. Reaching far 
distant planets? SETI@home. Playing with the online exoplanet explorer.


HW1: Plan how to make a planet habitable.

HW2: How do you imagine ET? Why? How would you describe the Earth and humans to an ET? 
How is alien life like? What message would you send?


Day 8 - Black holes

Escape velocity. Special theory of relativity. The twins paradox. Basics of General Theory of 
Relativity. Free fall experiment. Einstein's lift (Principal of Equivalence). Black holes, Singularity. 
Supermassive Black holes, Detection. Gravitational redshift. Gravitational lensing. Space-Time 
traveling (warping, time machine). Evaporation of black holes.


HW1: How do you imagine the world, inventions, discoveries in 50 years from now, and in 500 
years from now?


Day 9 - Cosmology

Cosmological Principal. Supernovae Type Ia. Expansion of the Universe, Big bang. First 3 
minutes. Cosmic Microwave Background. Topology of the Universe. Dark matter, Dark energy, 
Inflation. Fate of the Universe, Multiverse.


Playing with Cosmology calculator

Quiz board game


Day 10 - Party time
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